**TIME TABLE**  
**METODOLOGY RESEARCH 2**  
**MIDWIFERY PROGRAM**  
**MEDICAL FACULTY OF BRAWIJAYA UNIVERSITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>LECTURER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | 26 Maret   | 13.00-14.40  | - Introduction  
               - Scientific Problem                                                 | DIA      |
| 2 | 28 Maret   | 13.00-14.40  | Hypothesis Testing  
               - Research Design  
               - Sampling Method                                                   | SIS      |
| 3 | 2 April    | 13.00-14.40  | - Subject Selection  
               - Error and Bias                                                      | LZ       |
| 4 | 4 April    | 13.00-14.40  | - Confounding Control  
               - Chance Variation                                                    | SIS      |
| 5 | 9 April    | 13.00-14.40  | - Statistics Evidence Based Research  
               - Results and Interpretation                                           | LZ       |
| 6 | 11 April   | 13.00-14.40  | - Handling data  
               - Editing Data  
               - Synthesize, Analyse, Comparing                                      | NS       |
| 7 | 16 April   | 13.00-14.40  | Causality Relationship Evaluating  
               - Causal Association & Evaluating Causation  
               critical Appraisal as a part of EBM and Clinical question          | NS       |
| 8 | 18 April   | 13.00-14.40  | How to criticize causation & Evidence                                  | LZ       |
| 9 | 23 April   | 13.00-14.40  | Discussion Critical Apraisal Journal ( Class A)                       | LZ       |
|10 | 25 April   | 13.00-14.40  | Discussion Critical Apraisal Journal ( Class B)                       | DIA      |
|11 | 30 April   | 13.00-14.40  | Discussion Critical Apraisal Journal ( Class A)                       | LZ       |
|12 | 2 May      | 13.00-14.40  | Discussion Critical Apraisal Journal ( Class B)                       | DIA      |

**NOTE:**

DIA : Dr. Diadjeng Setya W, M.Kes (085755540404)  
SIS : Dr. dr. Siswanto, MSc (HP. 08123302661)  
LZ : Dr. Lilik Zuhriyah, SKM, M.Kes (HP. 08159466164)  
NS : dr. Nursamsu, SpPD (HP. 08123316315)